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T HE MOST COMMON man-machine system in use Approximate values for the stability derivatives in terms of today is a driver and an automobile, yet remarkably vehicle parameters and the key vehicle transfer functions for little is known empirically about the details of driver dynamic control inputs are summarized in the Appendix. More responses and how these interact with the vehicle dynamic complete automobile descriptions in six degrees of freedom characteristics. For instance, only one study of lateral are provided in [7] . control has been reported where driver describing functions
We turn now to the driver. Driving tasks are often multiwere measured in an actual car [1] , and less than half a loop in nature. That is, the driver responds to more than dozen studies have even been concerned with measurements one vehicle motion quantity. The key to multiloop driver in a simulator situation. A primary reason for this lack of models is the fundamental concept of manual vehicular attention resides in measurement difficulties due to the control analysis: that the operator constructs feedback multiloop nature of most driver-vehicle system control loops about the effective controlled element. not least, to data manipulation difficulties which include fairing and interpolation with already low confidence, Quantities which can be perceived from the fixated visual dubious data, and small differences between large uncertain field will show no scanning penalties, whereas those which numbers [2] . In spite of these difficulties, enough measure-require instrument scan or modification of the fixation ments now exist to support some key rules for multiloop point will introduce decrements in some driver dynamic These requirements are, of course, essentially independent DRIVER-VEHICLE SYSTEM STRUCTURE of whether the controller is animate or inanimate.
The combination of driver and vehicle into an appropriate The driver-centered requirements are central to the control system for lateral position can conceivably be manual control, as opposed to the general control, problem. accomplished using a wide variety of feedback quantities. The human propensities and behavior associated with these A number of these have been investigated theoretically in requirements must be discovered by experiment. From [8] and [9] . One of the most likely possibilities (when the data available [2]-[4], a series of adjustment rules guidance and control requirements, driver-centered requiresimilar to those for single-loop manual control systems ments, availability of cues in the visual field, and intercan be stated. These include the following.
pretation of such experimental evidence as driver eye 1) The feedback loops preferred are those which: movements are considered) is an outer loop in lateral a) can be closed with minimum operator equalization, position y and an inner loop involving either path angle or b) require minimum scanning, heading angle. Additionally, path rate and heading rate are c) permit wide latitude in variation in the operator's pertinent for higher-frequency control action. When all characteristics.
evidence is taken into account, a very likely structure for 2) Where distinct inner-and outer-loop closures can be many driving tasks is that shown in Fig. 1 
3) (3) the visual scene from a model landscape, as in [10] and [11] . The equations of motion for lateral position and heading More extensive high-frequency characterization can be with these forcing functions and disturbances and using used with appropriate changes in T 
Yy or Yq, as deduced from the task-specific data, are much more complex dynamic forms, then alternate feedbacks The front wheel steer angle is provided by the auxiliary should be considered. equation
In the study of driver-vehicle interaction in steering tasks, a number of system inputs require consideration. The closed-loop system responses of heading, lateral The most obvious are the lateral positional command yc position, and front-wheel steer angle are given as functions and external disturbances il, because they are representative of the forcing function and disturbances in Table I . The of actual roadway conditions. As shown in Fig. 1 , yc is multiloop character of this system is indicated by the sum actually present in the driver component of the closed-of Y'GSG64' and YyY0GsGG6y in the denominator and the loop system, i.e., the lateral position command actually presence of the coupling numerator terms GY,' and acting on the system is to some extent driver induced. Glky, shown in the / and y numerator expressions [12] .
The general character of the command is, however, deter-The two primes on the denominator indicate that two loops mined by the roadway, lane pattern, obstacles to be avoided, are closed. etc. It can be as simple as a prescribed pathway with narrow Closed-loop describing function measurements can be tolerances and as complex as a tortuous way through made using any of the forcing functions or disturbances or freeway traffic. The external disturbances can arise from combinations of these which are independent. Because the wind gusts (resulting in a yawing velocity rg and side remnant acts as a continuous power spectral density, it velocity vg), from roadway-induced disturbances, or from will tend to contaminate any such measurements as a noise.
specially-contrived force and/or moment generators attached However, if input power is large when compared with the to the vehicle (e.g., a rocket). In addition to these inputs remnant when both are reflected to a point of interest in into the driver-vehicle system, various test disturbances are the system, this contamination will be negligible. In any of interest for special measurement applications. The three event, it can generally be assessed directly by consideration most common are indicated in Fig. 1 . The first, cSd, iS a of the relative power at the frequencies involved. One of the front wheel steer angle applied in series with the driver's tricks in multiloop measurement is to select a family of steering wheel input. The '5d input is readily applied in actual describing functions which indicates high signal-to-noise or simulated cars by the addition of an extensible link or ratios over particular (different) frequency ranges. J~o f all real roots) is essentially on the low-frequency asymptote at this point; consequently, one of the roots will be given (9) almost exactly by Using the relationship developed in the Appendix, this a, = -UOKY. circumstances, the second root will be given by The roots of (9) 
point, we bring to bear the multiloop operator adjustment rules previously described and substitute for the general With these literal approximate factors, the value of 1 + outer-loop driver describing function Yy, the much more Ky(G5YI/G,53) becomes specific form, Ky. A system survey which shows the roots of I + Ky{ } is given in Fig. 3 U0KYKoK1,(TIjw0 + l)Q(jCo/U0Ky) + 1)(L,'.jwt + 1)e-Jw? (14) P~~~~jw(7.iw + 1)
An asymptotic Bode plot of this is shown in Fig. 4 . Here 
L7+ KK(TLJW ± 1)ea*G6v(j) (21 In this interpretation, the low-frequency lead breakpoint jl) in Fig. 4 Fig. 9 . Interpreted driver-alone describing functions for inner loop = =-Y~, [13] . the center of gravity to axle dimensions a and b, then
